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Abstract. Data sets involved in many scientific applications are often
too massive to fit into main memory of even the most powerful compu-
ters and therefore they must reside on disk, and thus communication be-
tween internal and external memory, and not actual computation time,
becomes the bottleneck in the computation. The most challenging are
scientific and engineering applications that involve irregular (unstruc-
tured) computing phases. This paper discusses an integrated approach,
namely ideas, techniques, concepts and software architecture for imple-
menting such data intensive applications on computational clusters and
the computational Grid, an emerging computing infrastructure. The ex-
perimental performance results achieved on a cluster of PCs are included.
Keywords: Grid, clusters, irregular problems, out-of-core computing,
runtime library.

1 Introduction

In the past few years, clusters of workstations and PCs have emerged as an im-
portant and rapidly expanding approach to parallel computing [7]. These systems
often employ commodity processors and networking hardware as well as open
source operating systems and communication libraries to deliver supercomputer
performance at the lowest possible price. They also provide a large data storage
capacity which allows efficient implementations of large-scale applications which
are input and output (I/O) intensive. In order to effectively exploit the power
of clusters, appropriate programming environments and development tools are
a must [6].

There are many applications whose computational requirements exceed the
resources available at even the largest supercomputing centres. For these applica-
tions, computational grids [12] offer the promise of access to increased computa-
tional capacity through the simultaneous and coordinated use of geographically
separated large-scale computers linked by networks. Through this technique,
the “size” of an application can be extended beyond the resources available at
a particular location - indeed, potentially beyond the capacity of any individual
computing site anywhere [17, 19]. The fundamental challenge is to make Grid
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systems widely available and easy to use for a wide range of applications. This
is crucial for accelerating their transition into fully operational environments.

for (i = 0; i < n; i++)
a[x[i]] = b[y[i]];

Fig. 1. An example of an
irregular loop.

This paper addresses challenging problems asso-
ciated with development of an important class of sci-
entific and engineering applications, called irregular
(unstructured) applications, on clusters and Grid sys-
tems. In such applications, access patterns to major
data arrays are only known at runtime, which re-
quires runtime preprocessing and analysis in order to
determine the data access patterns and consequently,
to find what data must be communicated and where
it is located. An example of an irregular code is shown in Fig. 1; here, a and b
are called data arrays and x and y are called index arrays.

Real irregular applications typically involve large data structures. Runtime
preprocessing provided for these applications results in construction of addi-
tional large data structures which increase the memory usage of the program
substantially. Consequently, a parallel program may quickly run out of memory.
Therefore, some data structures must be stored on disks and fetched during the
execution of the program. Such applications and data structures are called out-
of-core (OOC) applications and OOC data structures, respectively. On the other
hand, for in-core (IC) programs it is possible to store all their data in the main
memory. The performance of an OOC program strongly depends on how fast
the processors the program runs on can access data from disks.

OOC problems can be handled in three different ways: (1) virtual memory
(VM) which allows the in-core program version to be run on larger data sets,
(2) specific OOC techniques which explicitly interface file I/O and focus on
its optimization, and (3) the whole large scale irregular application is ported
to the computational Grid. Although VM is an elegant solution (it provides the
programming comfort and ensures the program correctness), it has been observed
[1] that the performance of scientific applications that rely on virtual memory
is generally poor due to frequent paging in and out of data. In [3] we presented
the library lip which supports the development of OOC irregular applications
on distributed-memory systems. So far, to our best knowledge, there has been
no research effort devoted to the implementation of irregular applications on
computational Grids.

This paper presents an integrated approach to the implementation of large-
scale irregular applications on clusters and Grids. The approach is based on a
new library called G-lip we are developing at present. Section 2 discusses the
parallelization method we apply to irregular in-core and OOC applications and
execution models for cluster and Grid environments. Section 3 deals with the
design and implementation of the G-lip library. Preliminary performance results
are discussed in Section 4, and we briefly conclude in Section 5.
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2 Parallelization Strategy and Execution Models

The standard strategy for processing parallel loops with irregular accesses for
distributed-memory systems [22], generates two code phases, called the inspector
and the executor. The inspector analyzes the data access pattern at runtime.
From the access pattern, the array distribution, and the work distribution of the
loop, communication schedules (CSs) can be derived. The schedules are used in
the executor to actually perform the required communication for the loop and
the computation specified by the loop. Optionally, a dynamic partitioner can
be applied to the loop [2, 21] (See Fig. 2(a)). In this approach, it is assumed
that all data structures reside in main memory; therefore, it is called in-core
parallelization strategy.
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Fig. 2. Computing phases of processing of loops with irregular data access.

The out-of-core parallelization strategy is a natural extension of the in-core
approach. The set of iterations assigned to each processor by the work distributor
is split into a number of iteration tiles. Sections of arrays referenced in each
iteration tile, called data tiles, are small enough to fit in local memory of that
processor. The inspector-executor strategy is then applied to each iteration tile
(See Fig. 2(b)). Besides the communication schedules (CSs), the inspector also
computes the I/O schedules which describe the required I/O operations. The
optional partitioning phase involves the use of a disk-oriented partitioner which
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uses OOC data (for example, the node coordinates of the mesh) to determine a
new data and loop iteration distribution.

2.1 Execution Model for Clusters

A typical abstract cluster architecture1 is shown in Fig. 3. Data and index ar-
rays can be either persistently stored in a (mass-) storage system attached to
the front-end node and dynamically distributed across disks of the compute
nodes in the computation initialization phase, or can be already available on the
compute node disks as the product of previous computation task. The optional
partitioning phase can optimize this data distribution.

INTERCONNECTION  NETWORK

CPU

Memory

Disk

Compute NodesFront-End Node

Fig. 3. The cluster model.

For each iteration tile, the inspector computes the computation and I/O
schedules sections of index arrays. Once preprocessing is completed, one may
carry out the necessary memory allocation, I/O, communication, and computa-
tion, following the plan established by the inspector. Fig. 4 outlines the steps
involved.

2.2 Execution Models for the Grid

We consider the following four computing scenarios: a centralized model, two
decentralized models (with fine and coarse granularity computing) and a dis-
tributed supercomputing model.

1. Centralized model. Functionality performing data access (i.e. via Replica
Manager - see the next Section) and OOC computing is centralized on a ded-
icated host, which may be a massively parallel computing and storage system,
freeing client machines for other tasks such as data visualization and data anal-
ysis. This concept is also supported by NetSolve [8].

1 A node of a real cluster may include several processors and a set of disks.
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• Before execution of the tile
1. Data to be used on this processor or sent to remote processors is read

from local files (using I/O schedules)
2. Send/Receive calls transport non-local data (using communication schedules)
3. Data is written into buffers

• Execution of the tile is carried out
- non-local operand data is accessed from buffers
- non-local data assignments go to buffers

• After execution of the tile
1. Non-local data to be stored in remote files is read from buffers
2. Send/receive calls transport non-local data

(using communication schedules)
3. Data is written back into local files for longer term storage

(using I/O schedules)

Fig. 4. Executor for an iteration tile.

2. Decentralized model 1: communication intensive - fine granularity
computing. This model is depicted in Fig. 5(a) and as an example, we consider
the loop in Fig. 1. The functionality performing data access is centralized on
a dedicated host and computing and temporary data storage is performed on
client machines. Each loop performing computation on OOC data is executed
in several stages. In each stage a chunk of data, which fits in the main memory
of the client machine, is fetched from the remote host, new data is computed,
and stored on the remote host, if necessary. The server and client cooperate
together in a pipeline mode. The server can prepare array sections in advance;
the client may inform it about its I/O needs in advanced in the form of so called
I/O requirements graph. This model is provided for clients with small storage
resources. The server can use Replica Manager service in order to access data
(see the next Section).

3. Decentralized model 2: less communication intensive - coarse granu-
larity computing. This model is depicted in Fig. 5(b). Functionality perform-
ing data access is centralized on a dedicated host and computing and temporary
data storage is performed on client machines. Each loop performing computa-
tion on OOC data is executed at the client/server level in several stages. In each
stage a chunk of data, which fits in the disk memory of the client machine, is
fetched from the remote host, new data is computed, and stored on the remote
host, if necessary. At the client machine level, the execution of each stage is split
into several sub-stages. In each sub-stage a chunk of data which fits in the main
memory of the client machine is fetched from the disk memory of this machine,
new data is then computed, and stored in the disk memory, if necessary.

4. Distributed supercomputing model. This model is considered for appli-
cations whose computational and storage requirements are so demanding that
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Fig. 5. Execution schemes for irregular OOC on the Grid.

they can be met only by combining multiple high-capacity resources on a com-
putational Grid into a simple, virtual distributed supercomputer. In this case,
the execution model is similar to that discussed in the cluster context.

3 Design and Implementation of the G-lip Library

3.1 G-lip library

The library G-lip we are developing has to support both compute and data
intensive parts of applications on clusters and the Grid.

Computation Grid

Data Grid
Control

(supported by G−lip)
Irregular Application Grid

Data
Management
Intelligence

Fig. 6. A 3-layer Grid architecture.
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Recently the term “Data Grid” has come into use to describe a specialization
and extension of the computational Grid for data intensive Grid applications [11],
and several Data Grid projects have been started [18]. They aim to develop data
management architectures based on two fundamental services: storage system
and metadata management. These services allow to create a number of compo-
nents whose services are used by G-lip. There are two representative compo-
nents: replica management and replica selection. The role of a Replica Manager
is to create (or delete) copies of file instances, or replicas, within specified stor-
age systems. Often, a replica is created because the new storage location offers
better performance or availability for accesses to or from a particular location.

From the Grid architectural point of view, G-lip is considered as a compo-
nent of the Application Grid layer developed on top of Computation and Data
Grid layers (see Fig. 6).

The implementation of the G-lip library is partially based on re-engineering
of the lip library [3], which was based on MPI and MPI-IO. The communication
and I/O mechanisms of G-lip are based on the Globus Toolkit [10] component
MPICH-G. To support all the four Grid execution models outlined in the last
Section, G-lip supports both in-core and out-of-core irregular computations.

3.2 Java implementation of lip

The lip library was originally written in C language. As Java is becoming in-
creasingly popular language in distributed and parallel computing [14], there was
a need to provide Java bindings to lip library in order to achieve interoperabil-
ity of the library. The approach to creating Java bindings was to use Java Native
Interface (JNI) [15] as a tool for creating Java wrappers to lip functions. JNI
enables native code to use Java objects, call Java methods, access Java arrays
and take full advantage of Java specific features such as exceptions handling
and threads. All this can be accessed by calling appropriate functions from JNI
API. During this work it was realized that interface creation process by using
bare JNI becomes time consuming and subject to errors. As a solution of this
problem the Java to Native Interface Extension called Janet was created [16, 4,
5]. Janet [13] is the extension of Java language that allows inserting native (i.e.,
C) language statements directly into Java source code files. The files with such
extended Java syntax are input for Janet translator that creates automatically
Java and native source files with all required JNI calls. It frees programmer from
calling low level JNI API and makes interface creation more clear and flexible.

The Java implementation of the lip library contains the following classes:
LIP, Schedule, Datamap, IOBufmap and auxiliary.

Class LIP This class involves methods and fields for lip setup, index trans-
lation and communication. The methods Localize() and OOC localize() are
used for index translation. The former translates globally numbered indices into
locally numbered counterparts. It also updates the communication schedule so
it could be used to transmit the non-local data. The latter function transforms
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the indices which point to the data residing on disk into indices pointing to
the memory data buffer. The results of mapping memory contents into disk is
stored in IO mapping structure. Two communication methods Gather() and
Scatter() perform collective communication among nodes before and after the
computational phase. They support numerous communication patterns and data
copy/update schemes and use the schedule object to obtain information about
the source and destination of the data.

Class Schedule This class includes group of methods used to create and ma-
nipulate a schedule objects that store patterns used for communication.

Class Datamap This class contains function for partitioning, data distribution
and redistribution. At present, lip supports coordinate-based partitioner using
Hilbert’s curve [20] to determine what part of data should reside on the same
node. The library supports both in-core and the OOC version of the partitioner.
A partitioner is activated using the create hilbert distribution() call. The
resulting data mapping is stored in a object called Datamap. The remapping
method remap ooc() can be used to redistribute the data.

Class IOBufmap This class includes methods to manipulate I/O buffer mapping
objects which store information about the mapping of the memory buffer onto
the corresponding disk file. There are methods, e.g. IOBufmap get datatype(),
to obtain the MPI derived data types according to the information stored in
the I/O buffer mapping object which, in turn, may be used to perform data
movement by MPI-IO functions.

Other classes and interfaces Java bindings to lip provide additional classes
to encapsulate additional features. Interface DataDistribution can represent
various distributions handled by lip, class IndicesDatatypes serves as a pa-
rameter to IOBufmap.getDatatype function, encapsulating both needed MPI
datatypes, interface Indexer represents index array with index layout, class
ContIntIndexer implements Indexer interface for integer array with contigu-
ous index layout and class LipExceptionmaintains error handling in lip library.

4 Performance Results

To test the performance of Java bindings to lip library we used a generic irreg-
ular loop with data located out–of–core. The code is shown in Fig. 7. The data
array consisted of 113400 cells with double precision values. The experiments
were carried out on a cluster of 6 LINUX workstations connected by 100Mb Fast
Ethernet with Intel Celeron 600 MHz processor, 64 MB RAM. For out–of–core
data exchange each node was using the local disk drive. The results presented
in Fig. 8 show the scalability for both C and Java version of the program.
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for(i=0;i<edge_counter;i++)
{

y[i] = -x[ perm[i] ];
}
for(i=0;i<edge_counter;i++)
{

x[ perm[i] ] += y[i];
}

Fig. 7. Irregular loops used for
measurements of lip performance.
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Fig. 8. The comparison of perfor-
mance of C and Java OOC lip

computation.

At present, we are putting on the Grid an irregular kernel code [9] derived
from the industrial application PAM-CRASH and clusters located in Kraków
and Vienna connected by the Internet are used as a testbed Grid architecture.

5 Summary

This paper proposes ideas and execution models for solving irregular and OOC
problems on clusters and in Grid environments. It presents the G-lip library
and the Java extension to lip, which was created to achieve interoperability of
the libraries. In the near future we will extend these libraries by optimization
modules, which will minimize data transfer between Grid memory hierarchies
by advanced caching techniques. Further, we will perform performance measure-
ments in a real Grid environment using industry code kernels.
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